
Instructions for Use
Flying Log and Fatigue Data Sheet - MOD Form 725(Hawk)

Hawk Low Cycle Fatigue Data Sheet (SEM 006 Aircraft) - MOD Form 725A(Hawk)
a. Fatigue Meter.  Undertake the actions of Paras 3a, 3b(1) to (3), 3b(5) and 
3c. On the new form they are to:

(1) Enter in Data Block 1:

(a) Date.

(b) New Fatigue Meter Readings.

(c) "XX" in the Sortie Profile Code field.

(2) Carry forward to Data Block 2 the Total Aircraft Hours to the B/F Total 
Aircraft Hours field.

b. Mainplane, Fin or Tailplane.  Undertake the actions of Para 3, and enter 
the new Mainplane, Fin or Tailplane Serial No. in the Mainplane, Fin or Tailplane 
Serial No. block of the new form.  

5. Basic Weight Change.  If the Aircraft basic weight is changed, it is the respon-
siblity of the Maintenance Supervisor to undertake the actions prescribed in Para 3, 
except that the new basic weight is to be entered on the new form.

6. Responsible Aircrew Member.  After each flight, it is the responsibility of the 
Responsible Aircrew Member to enter the required details in the appropriate data 
block.

a. Flight Details.  Complete 'Take Off Time' and 'Duration (Hrs / Mins)'.

b. Sortie Profile Codes (SPCs).  The SPCs are defined in AP-101B-4401-
15S, the Hawk Statement of Operating Intent and Usage (SOI&U). Enter the 
most appropriate SPC applicable to this flight selected from the SPC tables on 
the reverse of the form.  In the event of a mixed sortie, the SPC reflecting the 
predominant sortie type is to be entered.  For those SPCs with 3 characters, the 
numerical code is to be entered in the first 2 fields and the alpha code is to be 
entered in the third field.

c. Stores Codes.  Enter the applicable code into the 'Pylon Stores' landing 
row.  A list of stores codes are listed on the reverse side of the MOD Form 
725(Hawk).

d. External Stores Q Code.  When Q code is used, the position and total 
weight of the store, including the pylon and any adaptor, is to be entered in the 
‘Q Code Details’ block on the reverse of the form.

e. No. of Spins.  Record the number of entries into a spin, not the number of 
gyrations.

Flying Log and Fatigue Data Sheet - MOD Form 725(Hawk)
1. General.  The MOD Form 725(Hawk) is used to record details of each flight with 
corresponding fatigue meter readings where applicable.  It is a computer input doc-
ument, therefore, it is essential that the data blocks are completed accurately and 
legibly.

2. Insertion and Removal.  MOD Forms 725(Hawk) are to be inserted and re-
moved from the MOD Form 700 in accordance with the instructions for controlled 
forms on MOD Form 799/1 and sheet numbers in the series 0001 to 9999 are to be 
used.

3. The NCO IC Flight Servicing is to close the MOD Form 725(Hawk) and raise a 
new form as follows:

a. Complete the following blocks on the removed form:

(1) If no changes have taken place then enter "X" in the 'Mainplane, Fin and 
Tailplane Serial No.' 'No Change' boxes.

(2) Complete the 'Record of Landings' block.

b. Transfer the following running totals to the Brought Forward rows of the new 
sheet:

(1) The Total Aircraft Hours, inserting the value into the 'B/F Total Aircraft 
Hours' field in Data Block 1.

(2) The last Fus FI, Wing FI and Fin FI figures to the 'B/F Fus FI', 'B/F Wing 
FI' and 'B/F Fin FI' blocks in Data Block 1.

(3) The Basic Aircraft Weight to the 'Basic Aircraft Weight' block.

(4) The fatigue meter readings to the 'Fatigue Meter Brought Forward 
Reading' block in Data Block 1.

(5) The Total Landings to the 'B/F Total field of the Record of Landings' 
Block.

c. Complete the Certificate on the reverse of the old form.

Note: If a data block is spoiled, or a part used form is closed, then the spoiled/un-
used data block(s) are to be cancelled by inserting six 'X’s in the date field(s).

4. Fatigue Meter, Mainplane, Fin or Tailplane Replacement.  When a fatigue 
meter, mainplane, fin or tailplane are replaced, it is the responsibility of the Mainte-
nance Supervisor to close the current MOD Form 725(Hawk) and raise a new form 
undertaking the following actions:
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f. Pressurizations.  A pressurization cycle is considered to have occured 
when the Aircraft altitude has exceeded 25,000 ft.  Additional pressurization 
cycles are not to be recorded until the Aircraft altitude has descended below 
10,000 ft.

7. Engineering Personnel.  After each flight, engineering personnel are to enter 
the required detail in the appropriate data blocks in accordance with the relevant 
flight servicing schedule.

a. Flight Details.  Complete 'B/F Total Aircraft Hours' and 'Total Aircraft 
Hours'.  Undertake the actions detailed in Para 6 under the instruction of the 
Responsible Aircrew Member; ownership of the accuracy of the data is held 
with the Responsible Aircrew Member in all cases.

b. Rounds Carried.  The number of rounds carried at take-off and landing 
are to be entered to the left and right of the dividing shaded box.  Entries are to 
be RIGHT justified.

c. Fatigue Meter Readings.  The fatigue meter readings are to be entered 
in the appropriate data blocks.  Any unmonitored flying is to be recorded by 
entering 0s in the fatigue meter data fields.

d. Fatigue Meter Difference.  'The Fatigue Meter Difference' Block is 
provided as a local management aid, as required.

8. NCO IC Flight Servicing.  After each flight the NCO IC Flight Servicing is to:

a. Inspect the completed data block for correctness.

b. Input the MOD Form 725(Hawk) data into the TIMS, as directed by Unit 
Management.

c. If data is entered into the TIMS, complete the Fus FI, Wing FI and Fin FI 
blocks.

d. Carry forward the Total Aircraft Hours to the B/F Total Aircraft Hours of the 
next data block.

e. Undertake the actions detailed in Para 3 when necessary.

f. Ensure that any part used MOD Form 725(Hawk) is closed (Para 3) at the 
end of a calendar month and when it is anticipated that an Aircraft will not be 
flown within the next seven days.

9. NCO IC Engineering Records. The NCO IC Engineering Records is to:

a. On receipt of a completed or closed MOD Form 725(Hawk), ensure that 
the data are complete, legible and logical and that any anomalies have been 
amended, where necessary, in red ink, (correcting fluids may be used prior to 
red ink amendment).

b. For units where the TIMS data are loaded by Engineering Records 
personnel, enter the MOD Form 725(Hawk) details into the TIMS and complete 

the Fus FI, Wing FI and Fin FI blocks.

c. File a photocopy of the MOD Form 725(Hawk) in the Aircraft Log Book 
(MOD Form 700A).  If no Q Stores Codes are entered on the form, only the front 
of the form need be photocopied.

d. Forward the batches of original MOD Forms 725(Hawk) to Boeing Defence 
UK, ASP-APPDEV1C2, MDS, Wavendon Business Park, Milton Keynes, MK17 
8LX, on a monthly basis.

Hawk Low Cycle Fatigue Data Sheet (SEM 006 Aircraft) - MOD 
Form 725A(Hawk)
10. The MOD Form 725A(Hawk) is used to record the readings from the Low Cycle 
Fatigue (LCF) counter fitted to a number of Hawk Aircraft by SEM 006.

11. MOD Forms 725A(Hawk) are to be inserted and removed in accordance with the 
instructions for controlled forms on MOD Form 799/1.

12. The NCO IC Flight Servicing is to close the MOD Form 725A(Hawk) and raise a 
new one as follows:

a. Complete the carried forward (C/F) totals line on the old form.

b. Carry forward the totals to the B/F line of the new form.

c. Complete the Transfer Certificate on the rear of the old form.

13. LCF Counter Replacement.  When a counter is replaced the Maintenance 
Supervisor is to:

a. Enter "Counter Change" on the next available line of the MOD Form 
725A(Hawk).

b. Complete the LCF Counter Change block on the rear of the MOD Form 
725A(Hawk).

c. Rule through the Transfer Certificate.

d. Raise a new MOD Form 725A(Hawk) and enter the readings from the new 
counter readings in the B/F Totals line.

14. Engineering Personnel.  At each After Flight Servicing, engineering personnel 
are to record the LCF counter readings on the next available line of the MOD Form 
725A(Hawk), and complete the difference columns.

Note: When a Low Cycle Fatigue Meter Cycling has taken place, strike through 
next available number in the Cycles block of the appropriate window heading. 

15. NCO IC Flight Servicing.  At each After Flight Servicing the NCO IC Flight Ser-
vicing is to:

a. Inspect the completed line for correctness.

b. Undertake the actions detailed in Para 12 when necessary.


